
A RESEARCH ON HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT THE PROCESS OF

STAFF RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

Recruitment and selection activity is predominantly dealt with in. two fields: Â·A generally prescriptive human resource
management or. personnel management .

Human Resource Management. Once the recruiting part of the staffing process has been completed, selection
is accomplished through job postings, interviews, reference checks, testing, and other tools. The hiring
manager, department manager and anyone the employee may work particularly closely with should be present.
Are current production methods effective? The HRM professional should be aware of the fundamentals of
learning and motivation, and must carefully design and monitor training and development programs that
benefit the overall organization as well as the individual. Selection process in large organizations may be
lengthy and will be wider for manufacturing organizations and differs from one industry to other depending on
the task and competitiveness of the industry. Organization needs careful time and consideration to sustain
competitive advantage in developing strategy on recruitment and selection process. HR departments can even
improve their employee retention rate if their recruitment and selection methods are performed efficiently
since hiring the right employee for the right position can reduce the rate of employee turnover and improve
morale by promoting from within when appropriate. Psihologija rada. Besides selection, in addition author
recommends professional orientation â€” for rejected candidates, particularly for the fact that selection was
performed according to one psychology examination. Personnel problems do not discriminate between small
and big business. Casio stated that recruitment and selection starts with a clear statement of objectives of the
firm based on the types of knowledge, skills, abilities and other characteristics. This advertising model, like
others you see on Inc, supports the independent journalism you find on this site. Meeting your diversity
objectives by hiring based solely on ability and how someone fits into the company culture. Chicago Ph. That
means not just finding someone with the abilities and knowledge to fill the vacancy but someone who can also
do it with a good attitude and fit in with his coworkers and the overall company culture. But a small business
with a work force of half a dozen people will be hurt far more by such an employee than will a company with
a work force that numbers in the hundreds or thousands. If you just quickly scanned the resumes or used a
keyword scanner, you'll then need to further review the resumes, cover letters and applications that made it
through your first review. The need for such educational supplements can range dramatically. When readers
click on these links, and buy these products or services, Inc may be compensated. The recruitment process is
immediately followed by the selection process, where the final interviewers and the decision makers makes
the decision and the official appointment. Human Resource Management. Interview with Boris Petz,
unpublished in professional media, Zagreb,  Solomon, Charlene Marmer. The increase in the rate of business
failure, closure and employees poor performance in terms of productivity in Nigeria is alarming. Conduct
Interviews and Tests When you've eliminated the majority of applications, it's time to schedule interviews
with the remaining candidates. Bateman and Carl P. Reasons for this inapplicabillity of theoretical or foreign
applications is, among other reasons, cultural differences, organizational culture and other business elements,
in human resource functions undevelopment in company at all. Everyone involved should be able to ask
questions and submit their notes and recommendations to the hiring manager after all interviews are
completed. Making the recruitment and selection process faster and more efficient in the future. The sourcing
manager will then determine if the position is actually necessary and if it is, whether it should be full or part
time and permanent or temporary. Satellite communications, computers and networking systems, fax
machines, and other devices have all facilitated change in the ways in which businesses interact with each
other and their workers. Ulrich, Dave. Cloete stated that recruitment is all about making sure the qualified
people are available to meet the job needs of the government. Also, there is a problem of working place
analysis, and certain contraindications for particular working places, health examinations and testing of
abilities. Instrumentaria for recruitment and selection becomes additional companies' strategic advantage, so
there is no surprise in tendency to keep such informations as top secret data and knowledges. Wayne Cascio[9]
dedicates special chapters of his book to recruitment and selection, with distinction to internal and external
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candidates' procedures, presenting differences, advantages and disadvantages of each, with presentation of
relevant methods. Acceptance of referred candidates from committed and active employees for employment
was also recommended as it enhances mentoring, monitoring, obedience and coaching among employees. In
order to properly recruit candidates, you must recognize that a position is available, research and document
what the job entails and determine what ideal qualifications a candidate should have. This interview should be
quick and merely verify your prospect's credentials, ability to speak professionally and their continued
availability. Analyze the Position While a requisition for recruitment may have some details about the position
and the desired candidate, it's important to know the full extent of everything required for the job.


